Water is essential for life processes of all species in the environment and for the socio-economic development of the human community. Without proper water quality, the life sustainability of many species is definitely doubtful. Pollutants from various sources enter river systems and cause serious river water pollution. In this situation, we need to understand how pollutants are transported along the water course, the types and sources of these pollutants and their effects on water quality. By understanding the water pollution and self-cleaning capacity of a river system, one can make an appropriate decision for managing pollutant disposal. While a non-conservative pollutant enters a water course, depletion of dissolved oxygen (DO) takes place due to the consumption of oxygen in addition to advection and dispersion. At the same time, depending on the deficit of DO, re-aeration process takes place at a specific rate. There are many ways to solve DO and non-conservative pollutant relationships, such as the Streeter-Phelps model, many other concepts and experimental studies. The limitations of the previous studies on DO are that they are primarily based on the advection principle and first order decay only. In this study, considering first order decay along with advection and dispersion, DO concentration has been simulated by making use of mathematical mixing cells model incorporating de-oxygenation and re-aeration. In order for the validation, the results of the proposed model are compared with that of advection-dispersion based DO model. The spatial and temporal distribution of dissolved oxygen concentrations of Baynespruit stream in South Africa has been simulated having some input data and compared with large set of dissolved oxygen data at various locations of the stream.
Introduction
Water is the most valuable resource that we have on Earth and it is required to sustain essential life processes for all species and organisms in the world, for social development and economic progress for humans. Water is the most abundant liquid around the world, but the quantity of water that is potable (drinkable) is less than three percent of all surface water on Earth. Storm water is often drained into nearby streams and rivers or the treated effluents from wastewater treatment plants are passed through a stream or river so as to increase the properties of the treated water. Pollutants, that enter streams or rivers without proper treatment, cause pollution of the respective system and river water quality deteriorates. These external pollutants pose a great threat to the quality of water. Water pollution is the main cause of poor water quality around the world. Thus we need to understand the sources of these pollutants, how pollutants are transported to a water system, and how they affect the quality of the water. This study on pollutant transport will lead to advanced pollution control and appropriate decision making for the management of pollution effluents and availability of potable water. Typical pollutants that are found are classed into Physical, Chemical and Biological pollutants. This study focuses on nonconservative pollutant transport and dissolved oxygen concentration which are main water quality parameters in assessing water quality status of rivers. The pollutants most commonly associated with decay are: effluents from wastewater treatment plants (Biological Oxygen Demand and sludge), human and animal faeces, and chemicals from household and industrial use, fertilizers and pesticides from agricultural use. These non-conservative pollutants are generated by: urban runoff, failing septic systems, straight pipes, agriculture, forestry, mining, and construction and stream projects. Water quality problems that arise from these non-conservative pollutants and pollutant sources are odour, increase in pathogens into a stream, destruction of the aquatic environment and the decrease in the availability of oxygen that is naturally present in streams. The key characteristic of non-conservative pollutants in the process of decay is that the oxygen is used as energy to break down the pollutant. Many authors, [3, 19, 20, 28] , stated that measuring dissolved oxygen is the most significant water quality test to determine the suitability of a stream. According to Cox [10] , the major DO sources (i.e. the areas in which oxygen is introduced into the river or stream) include aeration due to the atmospheric interaction with the water surface; wind and wave action; photosynthesis and human activities. These human activities, which is not a natural phenomena in comparison to the other typical sources comprise of structural elements such as weirs, dams and constructed tributaries. On the other hand, the major causes of 'oxygen depletion' are due to respiration of aquatic plants; certain chemicals and the decay of organic material and 'other reduced matter' in the water column [10] . The depletion of oxygen that interests us is due to decay of pollutants. A readily available bacterium in the water requires oxygen to break down the particles of pollutants. The rise in DO concentration as the increase in length is due to reaeration after equilibrium is reached between the pollutant concentration and the DO concentration. Re-aeration could be due to turbulence of the stream or due to the atmospheric interaction of the water as discussed by Cox [10] . As we have seen, the impacts of water quality from the interaction of non-conservative pollutants and dissolved oxygen is of vital importance to man and more importantly to all living species. There are various ways to solve DO and nonconservative pollutant relationships, such as the Streeter-Phelps model, other models, experiments and computer programs. A rather interesting phenomenon does exist however, in which non-conservative pollutants has a relationship with the amount of Dissolved Oxygen in a water body [26] . The Streeter-Phelps model was a ground breaking approach to evaluate the relationship between constant pollutant loading and resulting sag of the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in the downstream water. It can be seen by the Streeter-Phelps model equation and agreed upon by other authors [3, 17] that Streeter and Phelps employed their equations in the form of a first-order partial differential equation model under steady-state conditions, with two processes only, viz. the re-aeration of the stream and the consumption of DO in the oxidation (decay) of BOD (biological oxygen demand). This was expanded upon by Beck and Young [3] , in that the implications of suggesting a steady-state model for the description of DO-BOD interaction are based on the assumptions that the concentrations of DO and BOD and the flow rate are "time-invariant" at all points along the longitudinal reach of the river. This assumption of time-invariance conditions such as quantities governing the system's behaviour remains constant with time is by 'no means a reasonable assumption' [3] , as the inputs to the model are time-invariant. This is due to the time dependency of the DO and BOD concentrations.
The Streeter-Phelps model, however, did break the mould for the study of water quality with regard to DO-BOD interaction models. Over the years from 1925, models which incorporated the basic ideology of the Streeter-Phelps model, achieved better results and understanding due to the model. Many investigators, [3, 12-15, 17, 21] , have adapted the Streeter-Phelps model in various ways by adding different parameters and applying different mathematical approaches but fundamentally using the same basic principles of first order kinetics and dissolved oxygen sag. The limitations to the Streeter-Phelps models are that they are primarily based on the advection principle. The limitations of having no dispersion have shown that the models are not as accurate to the reality [1, 4, 5, 9, 11, 16, 25] . After Streeter and Phelps, several concepts were introduced [2, 6-8, 18, 27] . All these approaches assumed that the substances, present in the water, decay according to a first order reaction, i.e., the rate of loss of the substance is proportional to its concentration at any time. Young and Beck [30] proposed continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) by joining assumptions of hydrology and chemical engineering to account the BOD-DO reactions and the dispersion in the channel. Rinaldi et al. [23] defined the auxiliary variable which relates the dissolved oxygen deficit and BOD load to get the solution for the approximated Streeter-Phelps dispersion model. In this paper, considering first order decay along with advection and dispersion, DO concentration has been simulated by making use of mixing cells model incorporating de-oxygenation and re-aeration. The model will also analyse the parameters associated with dissolved oxygen and decaying pollutants with respect to advection, dispersion, decay and re-aeration with spatial and temporal boundaries. The understanding of pollutant transport and the properties of dissolved oxygen are also the basis for formulation of the models so as to determine reasonable water quality results. Ordinary differential equations describe the pollutant and DO mass balance in a series of mixing cells into which the flow domain is discretized. Many authors formulated similar type of models namely compartment model [29] , box model, and tanks-in-series model [22, 24] . Mixing-cell models have been used extensively for water quality modeling and chemical engineering applications. The reasons for using mixing cells model are such as 1) it is very simple model which uses 1 st order ODE instead 2 nd order PDE, 2) it has only one time parameter which can be determined by having flow velocity and the size of mixing unit and 3) it is capable of incorporating any processes of pollutant transport. In this study, it has been aimed to use mixing cells concept to simulate advection, dispersion, decay and re-aeration processes by solving equations for one mixing cell and using discrete kernel co-efficient. Having the pollutant's and DO concentrations; one can have an opportunity to manage the water quality status of a water body. Conceptual mixing cells model.
Description and formulation of model
In order for the decay of pollutant, oxygen, which present in the form of dissolved oxygen, is consumed depends upon pollutant concentration. At the same time, re-aeration takes place depending upon the DO deficit. In other words, oxygen gets replenished to the water from atmosphere at a specific rate, k 2 . De-oxygenation and re-aeration processes take place in all the cells of the model, and both follow the first order reaction kinetics. The flow rate is Q m 3 / unit time and is under steady state condition. Let the concentration of pollutant be C and dissolved oxygen be C DO . Under a steady state flow condition, the mass balance equation for pollutant and dissolved oxygen respectively are 
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where, in eqn (1), the term in the right hand side is the change in pollutant accumulation in the mixing cell over time period ∆t, the first term in the left hand side is the pollutant mass entering first mixing cell, the second term is the mass leaving the first mixing cell, the third term is the decay of pollutant, in eqn (2), the term in the right hand side is the change in dissolved oxygen accumulation in the mixing cell over time period ∆t, the first term in the left hand side is the DO mass entering first mixing cell, the second term is the mass leaving the first mixing cell, the third term is the consumption of dissolved oxygen and the last term is the replenishment of dissolved oxygen. Eqn (1) can be solved directly by reducing it to a first order ordinary differential equation and the pollutant concentration at the end of mixing cell is
Eqn ( 
Eqns (3) and (4) are step responses of pollutant concentrations and DO concentrations. Impulse responses can be then obtained by differentiating Eq. (3) and (4) with respect to t. The oxygen deficit, due to the transport of pollutant, at the end of the n th cell can be obtained using successive convolution. Let the pollutant concentration at the end of (n-1) th cell be designated as C (n-1, t). Let the time span be discretised into m equal interval. Applying convolution technique, the dissolved oxygen deficit at the end of n th cell is
where, K D ( ) is the step response of DO deficit, k D,U ( ) is the unit impulse response of DO deficit, C ( ) is the pollutant concentration, ∆t is step size and t = m ∆t. Between an interval (γ-1) ∆t to γ ∆t, an average rate of perturbation is simulated by finding discrete kernel co-efficient (δ D, U ) as 
At the end of the n th cell unit, the dissolved oxygen concentration is then obtained by:
Application to Natural River
The quantity of pollutants entering streams in South African's rivers has increased tremendously and as result degrading the quality of water downstream. Water quality models are therefore necessary to as they will aid governments in controlling and monitoring stream quality. The study focuses on Baynespruit River situated in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa show in fig. 2 . The Baynespruit is a stream passing through the city of Pietermaritzburg in KwaZulu-Natal is devastated by continual solid and liquid waste pollution. The pollution is in the form of sewage discharged from wastewater treatment plants, industrial discharge and household pollution. The river covers a large area and flows through the Pietermaritzburg city's industrial area before flowing down to a low income area. Due to the poor quality of the water, the residents are no longer able to use the water for domestic, small agricultural and recreational purposes. The flow and other important parameters observed from the stream are presented in table 1. 
Simulation of BOD and DO and discussion of results
The water quality data BOD and DO are collected from Baynespruit stream on particular days and tabulated in table 2 and 3 respectively. These tables also show the simulated concentrations of BOD and DO using mixing cells model. The results obtained from model have been presented in figs 3-5. It can be seen from fig. 3 that the pollutant concentration reduces due to decay and follows first order exponential decay. It also can be compared with observed data and found it is closely matching.
From fig. 3 , it also is noted that the pollutant concentration increases with time and reaches maximum at about 200 min at the end of 2nd mixing cell (50 m), whereas it reaches maximum at about 600 min at the of 86 mixing cell 
Conclusion
From the study of the simulation of the temporal and spatial variations of dissolved oxygen in a stream, the following conclusions have been drawn:  The mixing cells model in steady state relationship does provide an easier approach to the evaluation of water quality status of the stream having available data such as velocity, dispersion coefficient and this assumption is widely used and proved to be a valid assumption in this study. 

The concentration-time and DO profiles that are produced from the model adequately represent step responses and had agreement with observed data.
The knowledge base and logical deductions that have to be made requires a clear knowledge of the study area and sufficient data collection points around any confluence points such an intersection points of tributaries.  Flexibility of the model is shown to be an advantage when it is required to add other parameters or reaction kinetics. Because the mixing cells model uses first order ODE and adding addition component to the equation will not be a difficult task to solve.  A working Dissolved Oxygen model that has the capability of predicting the temporal and spatial variations of the concentrations have been demonstrated.
From these conclusions, method and results the following recommendations have been advised if further research within this field of dissolved oxygen models is undertaken:  By acquiring accurate readings of BOD, COD, cross-sectional area at data stations relative to the cell size, accurate model comparisons can be made to the model. For the further study to improve the accuracy of results with regard to the cross-sectional area, HEC-RAS may be a useful tool to analyse the steady state water surface profiles at any interval provided that the given information is sufficiently supplied.  By running the model, it is evident that the pollutant concentration as well as the dissolved oxygen concentration can be predicted. With this knowledge, treatment options can be developed under minimal costs compared to continual testing along the reach of the river.
